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Abstract 

This paper presents a new cryptographic approach in the domain of iris recognition system. The classical iris recognition systems 
concentrate on the accuracy of extracting features from different iris whereas the security of those extracted iris codes are yet 
unsolved issues. This paper introduces a new private key encryption technique for ensuring the security of those iris codes along 
with the compression technique for minimizing the data size of iris codes to maximize the utilization of the database. The 
proposed encryption system is been categorized into substitution and expansion methods followed by the compression technique.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The virtual world, in the contemporary times, has achieved a tremendous existence that has become more 
important than the physical presence. Every individual has, along with a physical presence, a virtual presence in the 
digital world too. With the technical advancements in technology and science, everyone, all over the world is 
digitally connected today. Various types of information, ranging from the slightest importance to the most 
confidential and vulnerable ones, are present in the virtual world. We have reached such times, that, even when we 
are not physically accessible, we are very much connected digitally in the virtual world through our several 
networks in the context of our personal and general information. Since our personal, private and secret information 
are scattered over the digital world, all the time, it compels us to think about its security and privacy. Recently, 
Edward Snowden [1], an American computer specialist who worked for the CIA and the NSA leaked details of 
several top-secret United States and British government mass surveillance programs to the press. This news has 
shocked the world all over and exposed the vulnerability of digital information as well as the need for information 
security in the present world. 
 
Cryptography, from the ancient times, has given solutions to such issues. It contains a key or a pair of keys which 
identifies the authorized persons and ensures that no one, apart from them, can access or modify or alter any 
particular data. But, the problem of cryptography lies in this knowledge based or possession based system only, 
since there always remains a possibility of theft or loss of this knowledge. An unauthorized person can get this 
knowledge in many ways, or an authorized person might forget or lose this knowledge. In both the cases, the 
identity of the person is compromised. The obvious answer to this issue is some kind of a secured technique that 
cannot be easily stolen, neither forgotten nor lost. Such an answer is the biometric based system as it refers to our 
physical characteristics or behavioral nature.  
 
When we talk about personal identification and verification, then the most reliable and robust biometric system is 
the iris recognition system. Iris recognition is one of the highly evolved technologies in biometrics. The basic 
characteristic of iris makes it an obvious choice for modern biometric system and researches. Human iris contains 
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rich amount of unique texture not only for two different subjects, but also two distinct patterns in our two different 
eyes. This makes the iris features extremely accurate for user identification or verification. Yet, there are still some 
issues which restricts iris recognition to a limitation for practical use [2]. The main reason is the structure of an iris. 
The small diameter of the iris makes it very difficult to be imaged at high resolution without sophisticated camera 
systems. Any conventional system needs the user cooperation for image capturing as user must adjust the position of 
his eyes with the position of the camera for accurate feature extraction process while being captured [3],[4]. Any 
distortion or movement can restrict the capturing from successful imagining. This step is crucial in iris recognition 
since iris features cannot be used for recognition unless the iris region is localized and segmented correctly. Many 
iris localization techniques exist and have been developed. Some of the classical methods for iris localization and 
segmentation are Daugman’s approaches [5]-[13] (along with Wildes’ Hough transforms [4]). The initial stage is 
image acquisition process involved in imaging techniques to get the iris texture images. We would like to refer to 
Bowyer et al. [14] for a survey of iris recognition, rather than including our own survey as it will take a lot of pages 
to explain such a topic that has already been well described before. 
 
But the classical iris recognition systems are confined to the process of generating iris code accurately but it is not 
concerned about the security of the generated iris code. In modern times, with the technological advancements, it is 
not difficult to generate fake artificial iris pattern from the iris codes. With the use of these fake iris codes, one can 
easily spoof any conventional iris recognition system with the purpose of deception. As a result of this, the system 
would verify or identify any unauthorized traitor as an authorized individual. In this context, the security of our data 
will be compromised and the whole purpose of the system would fail. Thus it shows that the iris recognition system 
is not secured on its own and there is a massive need of a cryptographic approach to this system.  
 
In this article, we have proposed a new biometric recognition system based on cryptography for person identification 
or verification. 

1.1 Outline 

The basic principles of cryptography, or to be more precise, symmetric cryptosystem, are discussed throughout this 
paper and are mainly presented in the second section. 
 
A new approach to iris recognition based on symmetric key encryption is introduced in the third section. The basic 
idea of this approach is that since the extracted iris codes from different irides are supposed to store a database, there 
should be a technique which ensures the privacy and the confidentiality of those iris codes. The generated iris codes 
from distinct iris pattern must not be distinct among them to make it difficult for traitors to identify each one of them 
uniquely. It helps to keep the confidentiality and maintains the privacy about the information of the actual iris 
pattern even though one can have access to the database.  
 
The conclusion and the future work are presented and discussed in the fourth section of the paper. 
 

2. Cryptography - Symmetric Cryptosystem 
 

Cryptography is an ancient art and has been in use from olden days [15][16]. However, it has broadened its 
sphere over the last thirty years and thus the above mentioned definition cannot be termed adequate in present times. 
Cryptography has expanded in terms of use. It is no longer used only for encrypting secret messages or ciphers. For 
example, cryptographic protocols for securely proving your identity on-line (perhaps to your bank’s website) or 
signing binding digital contracts are now at least as important as ciphers. 
 
In recent times, attempts have been made to lay stronger mathematical concepts and foundation for the subject of 
cryptography. This is a consequence of broadening the sphere of cryptography.  It has mainly been considered as an 
“art” from ancient times, rather than “science”. However, it depends upon which side of the “cryptographic fence” 
you see yourself in.   
 
One can always argue on a point that cryptographers, in olden days, imbibed less scientific procedures while 
designing a cryptosystem. While choosing their cipher, they mostly allowed their intuition to guide them. From time 
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immemorial, people have believed that “more complex is the cryptosystem, more secure it is”. We will finally see 
that the cryptosystems which are considered to be the most secure are the most simple to explain.  
 
The advent of Internet has given a massive boost to the public use of cryptography. This has given way to a large 
amount of work attempting to categorize cryptography on a strong scientific foundation. This has been extremely 
successful in several ways. Firstly, it has now become possible to say that a cryptographic protocol is secure. 
However, it must be kept in mind that there are some difficult computational problems whose solutions are not taken 
out so easily. This might cause complacency too and we would have to admit that our inability to solve these 
problems shows that every aspect of modern cryptography depends on extremely credible, yet unproven, 
assumptions of security.  
 
Thus, we find some similarities in the classical and modern cryptographic systems. 
 
2.1 Symmetric Cryptosystem 
 

In a cryptosystem that uses symmetric cryptography, both parties will be using the same key for encryption 
and decryption. This provides dual functionality. As symmetric keys are also called secret keys because this type of 
encryption relies on each user to keep the key a secret and properly protected. If this key got into an intruder’s hand, 
that intruder would have the ability to decrypt any intercepted message encrypted with this key [17]. 
 

Each pair of users who want to exchange data using symmetric key encryption must have their own set of 
keys. The security of the symmetric encryption method is completely dependent on how well users protect the key. 
If a key is compromised, then all messages encrypted with that key can be decrypted and read by an intruder. This is 
complicated further by how symmetric keys are actually shared and updated when necessary. As in symmetric 
cryptosystem both users use the same key to encrypt and decrypt messages, symmetric cryptosystems can provide 
confidentiality, but they cannot provide authentication or nonrepudiation. 
 
There is no way to prove who actually sent a message if two people are using the exact same key. Compared to other 
systems, symmetric algorithms scream in speed. It is also very difficult to uncover data that is encrypted with a 
symmetric algorithm if a large key size was used. In symmetric key cryptography, a single secret key is used 
between entities. For example, the plaintext x is using an encryption function E and a key k, resulting in a ciphertext 
Ek(x). It requires the same key for decrypting the ciphertext in order to recover the original message (x=Dk(Ek(x)). 
An eavesdropper, called adversary, cannot recover the plaintext from the ciphertext without knowing the secret key 
k. He is allowed, however, to have full knowledge of the encryption and decryption schemes E and D [18]. This is 
known as Kerckhoffs’ principle: “A cryptosystem should be secure, even if an adversary knows everything about the 
system, except for the key” [19]. 
 

3. Proposed Work 
 

In the existing iris recognition system, output of the Gabor filters demodulates by quantizing the phase 
information into four levels, for each possible quadrant in the complex plane in order to compress the data [20]. 
These four levels are represented using two bits of data, so each pixel in the normalized iris pattern corresponds to 
two bits of data in the iris template. A total of 2,048 bits are calculated for the template, and an equal number of 
masking bits are generated in order to mask out corrupted regions within the iris. This creates a compact 256-byte 
template, which allows for efficient storage and comparison of irises. 
 

But in the existing model there are no such safety measures which restrict the modification or alteration of 
iris feature templates. In the existing model, the authors have only concentrated on the effective measure of iris 
normalization and proper feature extraction [21]-[27] techniques. But what about the security of the iris feature 
templates on the database? What if one can modify or alter those templates according to his requirement? Whether 
one is able to do so or not? There are such vital questions that come in our mind when we attentively look at the 
existing one.  
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In our work we try to resolve these weak areas which make the existing system more robust. Such as symmetric 
cryptosystem model we introduce a key for encryption or decryption of the iris feature code or encrypted secure 
code respectively. During the enrolment process the extracted iris feature template is encrypted further with the key 
into a further secure code which will get stored in the database. So the person needs to remember the password. Now 
in the enrolment process, after extracting the iris feature, it further encrypts using the previous key and generates the 
secure code. Then that code will be compared with the existing code from the database to find if it is an authentic 
match.  
 
Now for the limitation of iris image acquisition the iris feature code will vary from each-other for the same iris. So, 
it is also possible that the generated secure code after encryption with a key will vary for the same iris as the iris 
template will vary. In those cases, the system will not be able find any perfect match of the encrypted code with 
enrolled secure code from the database. In such a case, we will just decrypt the enrolled secure code from the 
database to the original iris template and perform a comparison between the two with a certain tolerance value to 
come to binary decision. 
 
It is also very much possible that several iris templates will generate the same secure code for different choice of 
encryption keys. This is desirable for a good system. With the original iris template, different iris will generate 
different templates. It is very easy to distinguish uniquely the different iris by looking at the iris templates. But in 
our model it’s not possible only by looking at the secure code to identify the iris uniquely. This characteristic of our 
system provides a good security restricting the modification or alteration as none is able to differentiate the code 
uniquely. Now, in such cases at the time of matching again system will decrypt all the matches to original iris 
templates and perform the comparison of those decrypted codes from the database with the original iris templates 
with a certain tolerance value to come to binary decision (true or false). So, in such a scenario, the system may take 
longer time than the previous one. 
 
In the following part we have illustrated the fundamental concept of choosing an encryption key as well as the three 
basic processes of our encryption model which are substitution, expansion with shuffling and compression.   

3.1 Choosing a Key 
In existing iris recognition system the final iris codes generated from irides (extracted feature code) which are 
supposed to store in a database is 256-bytes or 2048-bits long. Due to this limitation, we restrict our primary 
encryption key (pek) size into four different lengths, i.e. 8, 16, 32 and 64 (number binary bits in a key). Before 
choosing any “pek” one should understands about this restriction in key lengths.  
 
In our method we take the iriscodes of both eyes rather than encrypting the single one, i.e. iriscode of left iris and 
right iris as well. That means we are taking total 4096bits long codes. Initially we form a matrix (called combined 
iriscode or “CIRC”) out of this 4096bits long code while filling the column first, where column of that matrix 
depends on the length of the “pek”, i.e. if the length of the “pek” is 8-bits then the matrix we form has 8 numbers of 
columns with 512 numbers of rows in it.  Our system demands restriction in the size of the matrix to perform the 
accurate encryption such that the number of columns in the matrix must not be greater than the number of rows in it. 
This includes the restriction in the key length of “pek”  as the number of columns is directly dependent on that 
length. As a result we restrict the maximum length of the “pek”  to 64.  
 
The entire encryption process of our system will carries out according to the key values (kv) of the primary 
encryption key (pek). Here, from a particular “pek” of length N the numbers of generated “kv” values are same as 
the length of that “pek”  and it ranges from 0 to (N-1) where kv ∈ ℤ+. For example, the range of “kv”  as 0 ≤ kv ≤ 7 
for a “pek” of length 8 and the generated “kv”  values are 0,1,2,3,4,5,6 and 7. Generating these “kv” values from a 
specific “pek” we introduce a very simple technique.  
 
We start reading the “pek”  (binary bit stream) from the left to right and calculate the corresponding decimal value 
which supposed to be the first kv. This process continues unless we will have all N set of key values. At the time of 
calculating the decimal values we will read the first R numbers of bit (where R=log₂N) starting from the left most 
bit and calculates the decimal value then we shift one bit to the right and again start reading next R numbers of bit to 
calculate the corresponding decimal and so on. As we approach in this technique we will find that in the last few 
reading we not even have the R numbers of bit left for calculation after shifting one bit to the right. In such cases we 
must take remaining bits again from the left most side of the “pek” [28]. That means we have to rearrange the binary 
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bits of a “pek” in a circular queue and read the first R-bits of the queue for calculating the kv then shift one bit to the 
next and again read next R-bits for calculation and so on until all N numbers of “kv”  have been generated.  
 
Due to this particular technique we have to compromise with the number of combinations (keyspace) of a certain 
key length. One cannot expect 2⁸ or 256 number of different primary encryption keys forming from an 8bits binary 
bit stream rather much less. Though it is a weak area of our model for choosing a key but it has no such security 
issue such as revealing any information about the key which has been used for the purpose of encryption. How we 
will manage to avoid such security issue despite of the previously stated limitation that has been elaborate in the 
later part. We will sincerely avoid the minimum length of a primary encryption key as 2 or 4 due to this limitation of 
keyspace. 

3.2 Substitution  
Substitution process will start with the formation of the substitution index table. We have already explained the “kv”  
value generation in details. For substitution table we simply serialize the respective N number of “kv” values for a 
particular “pek” of length N from 0 to (N-1) respectively i.e. if the first generated “kv”  is 1 and next one is 3 
followed by 7 and so on in a specific case then the 0th index of the substitution table containing the value 1 then 1st 
as 3 and 2nd as 7 and so on. In this way we will have a single dimensional matrix containing all the N numbers of 
“kv” value respectively in its 0th position to (N-1)th position according to the “kv”  have been produced, called 
substitution index table. 
 
As soon as the substitution index table has been formed the substitution process takes place. The advancement of the 
substitution process has entirely depends on the substitution index table. We perform two rounds of substitution on 
the “CIRC” according to the substitution index table. We have already explained that the numbers of column a 
“CIRC” have is same as the length of “pek”. Therefore, on accordance to the substitution index we just substitute the 
position of the columns between each other of a particular “CIRC”.  For example, following the previously stated 
substitution index table scenario the 0th column of CIRC supposed to substitute with the 1st column of it again the 1st 
column with 3rd then 2nd with 7th and so on. After this initial column-wise substitution has been over the whole 
substituted “CIRC” rearrange again while keeping the size (i.e. number of columns and rows) intact but filling it, 
(CIRC) by putting the bits into each row of the columns starting from the upper most row of a column to the lower 
one of it from the left most column to the right most respectively, while taking the binary bits starting from the left 
to right of each row from the initial substituted “CIRC” linearly row-wise. After this rearrangement the initial 
column-wise substitution has been repeated for one last time. 
 
In the decryption process, which will supposed to occur in the matching phase the system will follow the exact 
reverse order in context of getting the initial un-substituted “CIRC” which can be decomposed into two iriscodes 
(for left and right eyes) again following the exact reverse order of the formation of it. 

3.3 Expansion with Shuffling 
The expansion and the shuffling as well, these two have been initiated on the substituted “CIRC” column-wise after 
two rounds of substitution. Same as previous this is also been done according to the substitution index table with a 
mere change. Instead of substitute the column like substitution process here the column will expand in size in 
context of its row depending on the “kv”  values. In case of expansion we expand the row of each column with 
sequence of bits of alternate 0’s and 1’s. This process will start from left most column and approaches to the right of 
the substituted “CIRC”. For example, keeping the previous substitution index table in our mind the left most 0th 
column of the substituted CIRC will supposed to expand further to three more rows containing the bit of alternate 
0’s and 1’s. We have stated as “supposed to” for a definite reason that have been answered in later part. Now, 
alternate 0’s and 1’s because for a large value of “kv”  it can be reflects a hint of corresponding “kv”  value as one 
can find a long sequence of either 0’s or 1’s which indicates the failure of providing required security. Again the 
expansion start with whether 0 or 1 that too depends on the bit of the lower most row of a specific column i.e. if it is 
“one” then expansion start with 0 and followed by the sequence of alternate 0’s and 1’s and if it is “zero”  then 
otherwise.  
 
Now, the expansion of bits has raised another serious issue on contradiction to the security of the key. The 
expansion means the certain enlargement of data size. As we choose a key of a bigger length keeping keyspace in 
our mind the size of the expanded data has also been increased exponentially (up to N(N-1)/2 bits). That weak 
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approach of this technique has forced us to comment the previous statement “supposed to” in former paragraph. To 
avoid this weakness we come with a concrete solution thru restricting the expansion of pseudo redundant bits.  
 
The following algorithm has been stated the modified approach for secure expansion pseudo redundant bits: 
 
Algorithm: 
Let, Length of primary encryption key ← N  
Substitution index table ← SIT [N]  
Substituted Combined Iriscode ← CIRC [N][M], 

where M=4096/N 
 
Input: SIT[N] ← {0,1,2,…,N-1}, CIRC[N][M], i ← 0; 
while i ≤ (N-1) 

if SIT[i] ≤ 2 then expansion of rows:  
         CIRC[i][M]←CIRC[i][M+(2-kv)]  

and a←SIT[i] 
while a >0 

if a%2←1 then shuffling:  
inverse-invarse 

else shuffling:  
    inverse-swap 

a←(a-1) 
i←(i+1) 

else Tmin ←2 and Tmax ←3 
         if Tmin ˂SIT[i]≤ Tmax then expansion of rows:  

   CIRC[i][M] ←CIRC[i][M+(Tmax-kv)] 
        and a←SIT[i] 

   while a>0 
    if a%2←1 then shuffling:  

      inverse-invarse 
     else shuffling: 
               inverse-swap 

    a←(a-1) 
        i←(i+1) 

else Tmin ← Tmin + Tmax 
      Tmax ← Tmin - Tmax 
      Tmin ← Tmin - Tmax 
      Tmax ← Tmax × 2 

end-while 
 
If we closely look at the above algorithm we can easily understand how it restricts the expansion of pseudo 
redundant bits for those “kv”  values which are the multiple of 2’s. For other values which are not the multiple of 2’s 
can also be controlled while bringing two threshold values i.e. Tmax and Tmin. These thresholds have introduced the 
same amount of expansion of rows for the distinct “kv”  values. For example, the “kv”  value of 15 and 63 both 
expand the rows by “one” or in case of “kv” value of 21 and 45 it would be only “three”. This shows that the above 
algorithm restricts the expansion of bits to the great extent and also the same amount of expansion for distinct “kv”  
keep the secrecy of “kv” values so as the key length. This is a very good practice for a desirable secure 
cryptosystem. 
 
Another important technique we can describe from the mentioned algorithm is the shuffling rounds. The proposed 
model introduced two different shuffling approaches i.e. “inverse-inverse” and   “inverse-swap”. The odd integer 
value of “kv”  comply the “inverse-inverse” shuffling method so as the even integer value follows with the “inverse-
swap” process. The “inverse-inverse” process complies with the upward inverse followed by the downward inverse 
keeping the “kv” amount of rows fixed in both cases. For example, with a “kv”  value of 15, initially we keep the 
upper fifteen numbers of rows fixed and inverse the position of rest of the rows from downward to upward of a 
particular column. This means the last row shuffled with the sixteenth row, then second last with seventeenth and so 
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on. After that shuffling we keep the last fifteen rows intact and shuffled the upper rest rows into same manner, i.e. 
0th row shuffled with (M-16)th rows and so on.  
 
In case to “inverse-swap” it complies with the even integer values. Here the first inverse technique is same as 
upward shuffling as previous. In next iteration instead of downward inverse it swaps the first “kv”  rows with the 
rest. The shuffling rounds in both the cases are depending on the “kv”  value. Therefore, the “kv”  value of 15 
shuffled the column up to 15 rounds or “kv”  value of 63 shuffled the column up to 63 times. Though the reader may 
argue as it would take a fair amount of time yet this approach provides a very firm level of security to the system to 
satisfy the benchmark. In modern time with the advancement of technology and concepts of super computer the 
execution for this algorithm in the reasonable amount of time is not a big deal. Hence, we offer the complexity of the 
previously mentioned algorithm is in the order of O (n(n+1)/2) which is quite good for practice. 
 
At the time of decryption in the matching process it is mandatory that we must be able to get the substituted “CIRC” 
back from the expanded “CIRC”. In this case we will just follow exact reverse technique for reshuffling i.e. 
reshuffles the expanded CIRC in the reverse order from 0 to the “(kv-1)”  value. As the number of rows in a 
particular column will vary from each-other due to the uneven expansion of pseudo redundant bits with respect to 
different “kv”  values, it is highly required to regenerate the proper expanded “CIRC” for reshuffling and discarding 
the expanded bits to get the substituted “CIRC” back. We can derived the number of expanded pseudo redundant 
bits by the expression that is the total numbers of rows in ith-column (Mi

th) with a specific “kv”- value as Mi
th = 

M+(Tmax–kv)i
th.    

3.4 Compression 
In the final stage we introduce the compression method for two basic reasons. The storing capacity is pre-specified, 
i.e. the size of the database is fixed and so as limited. That means we have a restriction for size of containing the 
encrypted data to store. Here compression technique allows us to increase the database utilization by reducing the 
size of the encrypted data that are stored in a database. Apart from this it also incorporate another level of security as 
data are further encoded into different codes.  
 
Our system demands a lossless compression for accurate decryption process. Due to this we will introduced a simple 
compression technique such as weight index encoding. After completion the processes of expansion and shuffling 
precisely we convert the whole expanded “CIRC” matrix into a single binary bit stream rearranging the binary bits 
starting from left most column to right while taking the individual bits in downward order from each columns. That 
means first column convert into the binary stream where left most bit of the stream is the bit are from the upper most 
row of its and right most bit is the bit in the lowest one row of the same, followed by the rest in same fashion. After 
this conversion of the expanded “CIRC” matrix into the binary bit stream, we calculate the weight (Wkv) of 
corresponding “kv”  value and construct the weighted index table. Just as substitution technique in this case we must 
take the R number of bits (where R=log2N) only in order to calculate the decimal value from those keeping the fact 
that the value must lies in the range of “kv” . Here, we start reading from left most bit and taking R-bits to calculate 
the decimal then move to next R-bits for calculation and so on. In this process we would have the total l numbers of 
such elements whose values are indicating to one of the “kv”  values (where l=expanded CIRC/R). Finally, we sort 
the table in descending order according to the number of times “kv” occurs among the l elements. This way we have 
a sorted table containing the highest occurred “kv” in top and lowest occurred “kv” at the bottom. For encoding the 
corresponding “kv” we assign the lowest weighted value (0 or one bit only) to the highest occurred “kv”  and highest 
weighted value (111 or three bits only) to the lowest occurred “kv”. This gives us the precision to compress the size 
of the data to a certain reduced extent. For further simplification if a “kv” value doesn’t occurs at all in a binary bit 
stream we simply assign its weight as NULL (no bits at all) rather than allotted any higher value to it as it doesn’t 
make any sense. Here, we can observe that the maximum length of an encoded bit of a key of length N is always less 
than the half of the length of the key (N/2). 
 
Now, there can be possibility that in the end there is not even R number of bits left for calculating the weight. In 
such cases we have taken the rest of the required bits as 0 and calculate the corresponding weight. We can calculate 
the number of required redundant bits (br) by the expression br=R-((expanded CIRC)%R). The information about 
these redundant bits (br) has aligned with the primary encryption key. The number of redundant bits is always less 
than the key length (br<N). Therefore we will added another ∆N bits with the key to represents br, where ∆N=log2N. 
In such cases l can be calculated from the expression l=(expanded CIRC+br)⁄R. 
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We have already mentioned earlier that our proposed work has been inspired by symmetric key encryption. It 
implies the fact that we need the same key for decryption process in the matching phase which has been used at the 
time of encryption during the enrolment. Thus it is essential to properly regenerate the key accurately and remember 
it as well as it is also extremely important during the matching phase to extract the iriscodes through the decryption 
process.  
 
At the very beginning, we had chosen a primary encryption key (8, 16, 32 and 64 bits), from which we had 
generated the “kv”  values depending upon which the substitution, expansion and shuffling methods were executed. 
Later, at the time of compression, a weighted index table was constructed in which the information regarding the 
encoded bits of the corresponding “kv” values have been kept. This information are of great importance as these are 
needed to decompress and obtain the expanded “CIRC” back which will be decrypted later to retrieve the original 
iriscodes. Therefore, it is necessary to tag this information about the encoded bits along with the primary encryption 
key to do the decompression. So, we have added the encoded bit information immediately after the primary 
encryption key.  
 
We have already seen that when we are encoding the “kv” values, the length of the encoded bits (ebkv) will never 
exceed the number of bits R (where R=log2N), under any circumstances, for any “kv” value. Considering this, using 
the minimal number of bits (ebl), we mention the length of encoded bit stream (value of ebl≤R and value of ebkv lies 
between 0≤ebkv≤R) of a particular “kv”  followed by the corresponding encoded bit stream. Following such a 
manner, we will keep adding the information about all the “kv” values serially while maintaining the order of 
generation of the same produced from primary encryption key. 
 
Only in case of those “kv” values, whose weights were assigned as null in the weighted index table and so were not 
encoded further with any bit, the length of encoded bits are specified by series of zeroes with same amount of 
minimal bits(ebl) which indicates the length is zero. It is meaningless to add any encoded bit stream after this as the 
length is already mentioned as zero. So for a particular “kv”  value, whenever we will get the value of ebl  as zero, 
then instead of looking for the encoded bit stream for that “kv”  value, we will consider the next ebl number of bit, to 
find out the value related to the length of the encoded bit stream of the next “kv”  value in the sequence.  
 
Finally, as stated earlier, once all the information about the length of encoded bits along with respective encoded bit 
stream are properly tagged with the primary encryption key, the information about the redundant bits(br) has also 
been attached next using another ∆N number of bits for further assistance during the decryption process. 
 
 
4. Comparison to Previous Work  
 
Daugman’s model explained the efficiency of the process for generating the unique iris code from each distinct eye.  
A total of 2,048 bits are calculated for the template, and an equal number of masking bits are generated in order to 
mask out corrupted regions within the iris. This creates a compact 256-byte template, which allows for efficient 
storage and comparison of irises.  But there is no such proper explanation about the fact how securely those iris 
codes are been generated and stored in the database. In the existing model author only concentrated about issues 
related with the accuracy and the efficiency of iris code generation, not security of those.  
 
Iris recognition system is directly related to security or we can say authentication to be very precise. So, ensuring the 
security of the iris code is very essential and the primary requirement. Any modification or alteration of those iris 
codes cost the un-authorization access or cost the non-repudiation. Today, technology is advancing in a lighting 
speed. So, it is not impossible to construct an artificial eye from a particular iris code. Such possibilities have 
confined us from defining the existing recognition system as robust and secure, and therefore it cannot be a faithful 
authentication system. 
 
In our work we have tried to resolve these weak areas which make the existing system more robust. Such as a 
symmetric cryptosystem model where we have introduced a key for encryption or decryption of the iris feature code 
or encrypted secure code respectively. It is possible that several iris templates will generate the same secure code for 
different choice of encryption keys. This is desirable for the good system. If one cannot uniquely differentiate the 
iris codes without the help of the key, it is also impossible to create a proper artificial iris code from it. This 
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characteristic provides a good security such as restricting the modification or alteration because the unauthorized 
user has no idea about the respective iris codes of an eye. Finally, in our system we compressed the iris code before 
storing it in the database. This provides another level of security as well as it increases our memory utilization as it 
will take much less bits to store than the existing system. 
 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
As a conclusion we can describe our proposed model as secure biometric iris recognition system as it ensures 
security of iris templates by encrypting the actual iris feature code (iris template) with a proper key as well as 
increased the memory utilization by compressing the actual data size to some extent. In our work, we have 
introduced the symmetric key cryptographic approach where encryption key sizes can vary (like 8, 16, 24 etc.). With 
this and the methods we have explained (substitution, expansion and compression) in this section, there remains a 
possibility of having several same cipher iris codes generated from the distinct original iris code. The major 
advantage of this process lies in its complexity. If anybody wants to tamper (in the form of alteration or 
modification) or steal the cipher iris code of any corresponding iris code, he would not be able to identify the cipher 
iris code he wants, since there can be several cipher iris codes that look the same. Without having the key, the 
person would not be able to know which cipher code has been generated from which original iris code. Finally, we 
have also used the compression method that further compresses the encrypted iris code. The major advantage is that 
the already obtained cipher text is further encoded and encrypted. If the compression index table is not available, 
then it cannot be retraced back to obtain the original iris code. Another point is that since the data is compressed 
further, it occupies less space in the database. These are the advantages of the proposed system over the 
conventional iris recognition system. 
 
Although our work gives significant results, there are some limitations. The main drawback of our model is the iris 
feature extraction is absolutely not in our hands. For this, we totally have to depend on the process of the existing 
system. The limitations regarding the accuracy of iris image acquisition or image normalization is a vital issue here. 
Unless the existing system ensures the correct and proper iris feature extraction our system might not be able to 
perform well. 
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